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PREFACE

At the beginning of the 1965-66 academic year, Central Michiga University,

under sponsorship of The Ford Foundation, began a program of experimental edu-

cation designed to produce a new breed of teachers of industrial education. Although

the total program covers five years, one of its most significant and innovative phases

is the interdepartmental sequence which comes during the first year. The following

pages of this report attempt to explain this sequence in some detail. The report

consists of three parts: Part I contains a brief statement of the purpose of the se-

quence and the theoretical basis upon which methods have been selected; Part II is

a detailed presentation of the objectives of the sequence and the instructional outlines

through which the objectives are attained; and Part 111 is the appendix which includes

materials supplementary to the primary parts of the report.

It should be pointed out that, due to the experimental nature of this sequence,

the program presented herein should not be looked upon as recommended practice.

Rather it should be viewed as the rough design of a program which, through constant

evaluation and revision, will become a polished product.
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PART I

PURPOSES AND PROCEDURES

WITHIN THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL SEQ VENCE



PURPOSE OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL SEQUENCE

The two-semester interdepartmental sequence is one phase of a five year program1

leading to a bachelor's degree and certification as a teacher of industrial education. It is

only one of a number of unique features built into an experimental approach to teacher edu-

cation--au approach designed to produce a new bleed of teacher equipped to offer industry-

directed pupils a new type of education.

Two points of major significance are implied here: 1) that with few exceptions, the

education available to youth who will become tomorrow's industrial-technical employees

is grossly inadequate, and 2) that any move toward adequacy, particularly when that move

involves new curr'cula and different instructional techniques, demands a new kind of teacher.

Recognizing the inadequacy of educational opportunity for the industrially directed seg-

ment of our adolescent population, certain of Michigan's secondary schools and community

colleges, various Michigan industries, The Ford Foundation, and Central Michigan Uni-

versity have formed a "partnership" in an effort to fill this long standing void in educational

offerings. , Working cooperatively, these agencies have brought a totally new educational

program--The Partnership Vocational Education Projeot--to the high schools and coin-

muni4r colleges of Michigan. .

It is recognized, however, that the success of the new program depends largely upon

the degree to which its teaohero accept the philosophy upon which it is based and the ex-

tent of their willingness and ability to effectively employ the unique methods required.

While concentrated programs of to- service education, cupported by extensive on- the -fob

supervision, have.aclequptely prepared teachers In st.fftoient numbers to meet the' immediee

demands of partioipating schools, snob measures ate totally inadequate and 'must be replieed

.e c.,1! 11 b $

1

For a detailed explanation of The Five Year Teacher Education Program see pages
64-56 of the Appendix.
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by more effective and less expensive methods. To prepare teachers properly and to pre-

pare them in sufficient numbers to meet anticipated needs it will be necessary to establish

on-going programs within the framework of existing teacher education institutions. The

Five Year Program is an attempt to do just this. On a limited basis, The Partnership

Project has established an experimental program which is attempting to produce this new

breed of teacher. initially, the program is restricted to the preparation of industrial

education teachers, with the thought that U successful, it should be extended to other dis-

ciplines.

PROCEDURES WITHIN THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL SEQUENCE

Although each year of The Five Year T'acher Education Program has certain features

which depart from Araditional teacher preparation praCtites, perhaps the'most unique

feature of the total program is the interdepartmental sequence which comes during the

first year. It is during this phase ells preparation that the prospective teacher is ex-

pected to gain toe understandings, Wild the attitudes, and develop the special abilities

that will be demanded of him when he becomes a teacher within the new program of edu-

-cation for itidotrisilfditetted youth.

It is the theory of The Partnership'Project that the attitudes and methods of teach-

eraera are largely the product of their total educational experience at the elementary, high

school, and oollep level. Teachers think as thyfr teachers thoutg, and fir` as

their imbue Aghtt The majority of todres teachers hive been exposed to years Of 'I'

the one-tesoher, one -text, one-room method. Many of than teachers believe that learn-

ing is,a proosss of passive absorption of fragments of isolated information and they teach

acoordingly. Tido is the method they understand, it is the method they accept, and it is

a"511,1, ,,c1 tp, rt,

-

if 1
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tad which they feel denifortsble and secure. They have great difficulty and

even some reluctance in accepting and employing methods which depart significantly from

the traditional. If, however, the methods and attitudes of teachers are largely the product

of the methods and attitudes of their teachers beforethem, it seems reasonable to conclude

that they will more readily accept a new method and become proficient in its use when a

significant part of their own education has been acquired through that method. Accord-

ingly, the technique employed within the interdepartmental sequence is one of total im-

mersion. The student is thoroughly exposed to the philosophy, objectives, and methods

of the new program of education for Indust v directed youth. As a student he becomes

intimately involved in a program of instruction which seeks the same general objectives he

will seek, covers the same general areas of subject matter he will cover, and employs

the same instructional methods be will be expected to employ when be becomes a teacher

at the high school or community college level.

Total Integration Gives Applicability and Adaptability

The new program of education for industrially directed youth is aimed at giving

the individual a markedly increased applicability and ad t_gs . The rapid change and
. . "

growing complexity of modern industry deniands that the Industrial employee of tomorrow

must not only be able to apply himself with greater effectiveness to increasingly difficult

tasks, but he must also be able to adapt quickly and efficiently to new materials, new pro-

ceases, new products, and new responsibilities. Such abilities are not developed through

the provision of an education which featmee the accumulation of neatly packaged fragments

of knowledge and the attainment of isolated skills. Nor are they developed through an

education restricted to academic accumulation without meaningful applioation. Rather,

such abilities are developed through an education which is both amid in fundamental
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coverage and integrative in method. That is, it must provide for the attainment of know-

ledge and skills basic to industrial-technical pursuits and, at the same time, it must unify

knowledge to the point that it is comprehensible, purposeful, and fully within the command

of the individual. For only through purpose will the individual seek, and only through seek-

ing will ho find, and only through the finding of a comprehensible knowledge will he gain

its command. To bring unity to knowledge, a number of meaningful relationships must be

established: 1) knowledge must be related to knowledge, fragment by fragment, 2) ap-

propriate knowledge must be related to specific industrial tasks similar to those the

individual will be asked to perform as an employee, and 3) knowledge must be related to

the individual's personal occupational goal.

Integration of Leart_i_l gn Through the Correlationof Instruction

The integrative process is initiated and sustained through a modified version of

the correlated approach to instruction. Traditionally, the correlated approach has em-

phasized, and has tended to be restricted to, the establishment of mutual relationships

Letween subject matter from two or more disciplines. As was pointed out, however, the

theory of The Partnership Project suggests that comprehension, purpose, and facility are

given to formal education when such is directly related to personal occupational goals and
Fi ' J. .4

specific occupational tasks, Accordingl,y, correlation, as employed within The Project,
r. - , ...

h aplies the establishment of the full range of meaningful relationships between the in-
fntt

dividual, his formal education, and the industrial-technical world he will enter.
1/.."-A9 Jo WJ9t , fl it

The Interdepartmental sequence P:1.0 to

Although the 'objetrtives and methods of the Interdepartmental seque nce areL 11/e'ry

similar to those of the new program of education for industrially directed youth, there are

I
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two significant differences. First, at the University level, higher academic attainment is

%
expected. At both levels the program of instruction centers around a body of English, in-

dustrial education, math, and science courses which provide the knowledge and skills basic

to industrial-technical pursuits. However, while the high school student is expected to

acquire the basic fundamentals, the University freshman is expected to perform at a much

higher level. Second, where the large majority of students at the high school and com-_

munity college levels are industrially directed and are oriented to industrial-technical

occupations, University students are teacher directed and are oriented to industry and in-

dustrialdwdrial occupations as such. , d

Specifically, the interdepartmental sequence consists of the following court ,s1 in

the hours indicated:

v.4 semester hours of general chemistry
4 semester hours of general physics

tirw. 6 semester hours of mathematics: slide rule, college algebra, and .

trigonometry
6 semester hours of English with a major emphasis upon technical

communication
6 semester hours of industrial education with a major emphasis tipsy(

the basic materials (woods and metals), processes, and products
of modern industry. _ , = .. -11ty.1.8

The program of instruction is directed by a team of four teachers, each a subject

matter, specialist within one of the four disciplines represented.: These teachers gag as

a team but do not necessarily teach as a team. Although the program encourages team ==-

teaching wherever feasible, it does not demand such. Learning experiences are so de-

* signed tut instructors can function within the traditional framework in which one teacher

one subject within a standard period. Cooperative km planning it vital. however.

'Mt degree to which meaningful relationships are established depends largely upon the ability

1011.1fpl 1.13/1A'r ti Z<3 ALiqii:X3 It4 75,3 Xit,illtRA 961 F-,

10
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of instructors to carry out well coordinated activities within the individual classrooms.

This necessitates detailed planning and an intimate knowledge of the instructional activities

of other members of the team on a day to day basis.

Within the interdepartmental sequence, the desired skfils and knowledge are taught

and the necessary relationships are established through the solution of a series of correlating

problems. The correlating problems are directed to the student and each problem is so

designed the the student must: ij acquire knowledge and develop skills Within two or more

of the four disciplines, 2) mentally relate this knowledge and skill to the problem, and 3)

effectively apply such to its successful solution.
1

In bringing the various fragments of "'

knowledge together, the pupil immediately establishes certain relationehips between and

recognizes the mutually beneficial aspects of various disciplines; and in applying the know-

ledge to the solution of a meaningful industrial-technical problem, he not only establishes

relationships between formal knowledge and the world of work but he sees the value and

practical use of classroom experience. Additionally, in accepting the challenge of the

problem and in bringing it to a Sue. ceieful conclusion,, the student learns tosaccept respon-
1,-!; ,?:., L:

sibility, builds sell-confidence, and gains experience in the application of knowledge and

l2.

The stieoific oHectivei'Of the interdepartmental seqUenCe, the COrrelating problems

through Which the objectives are obtained, and the instructional sequence for .eioh4thel

problems are presented in Pert II of this booklet. ) An exaMinationOf the instrUotional "1

aequenoefi shoWs that each probleM has been brokendown by subject end; in tiiiilic,.eaeh

subject has been subdivided tisio thee Categories labeled npibblehi' study", 14ieliiiod

7it.virp( 0. r

1

See pages 68-61 of the Appendix for an example of a student's written report of
a correlating problem.

rt;:
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and "other study." "Problem study" is defined as that study which is essential to the

solution of a particular problem-- le development of the skills, knowledge, and understand-

ings necessary to its solution. "Related study" is defined as that study which is not essen-

tial to the solution of the problem but which is so closely related to it that student interest

will carry over and relationships established within the problem can be extended to include

the new material. "Other study" is defined as that study which does not relate to the prob-

lem at hand but which is necessary to the attainment of important objectives which cannot

be attained through problem or problem related study. By so categorizing the study which

is to be developed around each of the correlating problems, each instructor is made fully

aware of the part he and his discipline must play in its solution. He is also made aware of

the subject matter being covered by other members of the instructional team during a par-

titular phase of the course. In add' ion, the inclusion of "related study" and "other study"

provides the instructor with a valuable instructional tool as well as much needed flexibility.

Experience has shown that it is extremely difficult to design a set of meaningful problems

to cover all the stated objectives, and it Ms further shown that it is equally difficult to de-

sign problems that require approxiinately equal amounts of instructional time within each

of the four classrooms. Consequently, when learning experiences are restricted to the

activities essential to the solution of a given problem, "knowledge gaps" and "time gaps"

frequently appear. However, by bringing in related and other study as time permits and

as objectives demand, such gaps can be largely eliminated.

It is apparent that the instructional sequences which accompany each of the corrolit-"-

ing problems prutide only a general iktiiription of the subject matter to be covered and in-

dicate the approximate point at which it is to be corr.& The techniques to be emploYed,
I.:, f1)4 '4',;t4/11 '.7-1.;;,,1 C., 3 .4 ,' -

Ji- z 'fii
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the subject matter to be covered, the resource naterials to be used, and other specifics of

daily or weekly instruction must be cooperatively planned by the instructional team a few

days in advance of the actual presentation)
,

, 0

The interdepartmental sequence stresses two supplemental activities wbich grow

out of the correlating problems and further the integrative process as well as aid the develop-
'1'; .1:. J

meat of basic skills and knowledge. One of these is independent tAgy. To serve the varied

needs, interests, and abilities of individuals and to develop ability in the Identification, pur-

suit, and solution of significant industrial-technical problems, students are encouraged to
:,i)!;r:p

,r ;.,

work alone and/or in small groups in studies which grow out of assigned problem study. 2

Such studies are particularly suited to the more capable student whose ability and interest

enable him to engage in meaningful learning experiences that would not otherwise be avail-

able. The second of the supplemental learning experiences is provided through the main-

tenance of a close association with industry. Through Rtudy trips, visitors from industry,
; )iotro 1

the use of resource materials, and other moans, formal classroclii experience is closely
-

related to the materials, proccoses, products, and trends of modern industrial tochnoit4y.

These activities are extremely valuable in providing the prospective teacher with a first-
J. ciy Q./ 01, -

hand knowledge of industrial tasks and industrial occupations suitable for pupils at the high ,)1

school and community college levels.
tgir, ic :01 4.2

tit %.1",(;1:1;1

.14

6/it (OS' !(

See, Page 57 of the APpendix for a detailed plan covering one week'e work.

; !.trrti
Appendli for an exampl,e oz a student's written report of

an independvet study.



PART II

OBJECTIVES AND INSTRUCTIONAL OUTLINES OF THE

INTERDEPARTMENTAL SEQUENCE



OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL SEQUENCE

It is the purpose of the interdepartmental sequence to develop within the student:

I. Tha ability to identify significant industrial-technical problems and
to relak and effectively.Annly. skills, knowledge, and understandings
to the solution of such.

H. The capacity to accept responsibility and to become self-directive
in the meeting of responsibilities.

III. The ability to accept change and to initiate such as new methods are
demanded by an increasingly complex and rapidly changing industrial-
teChnical society.

IV. The ability to design and engage pupils in learning experiences which
are articulated both vertically and horizontally. ,

V. An integrated body of skills, knowledge, and understandinris necessary
to effective functioning as a teacher of induntrially directed youth.
This suggests development of the following abilities within the subject
areas indicated:

A. In industrial education (wood and metal technology), the ability

1. describe and demonstrate a degree of sidll and technique in
the use of common tools and machines. I

"'-' ;,!$' - :`i
2. identify and demonstrate safe practices and procedures.

identify and demonstrate inthistrial applications of power
and energy in a technical society.

4. demonstrate a pride of workmtuiship and a sense of self-
respect.

ii. interpret, state, and apply mound principles of design and
plsrming. (r; - >I.j

6. describe and demonstrate skill in product testing and
:104.4 1,1,1411;r-301 At

7.

tirooeilie

describe, and demonstrate the products of
idustry in terms of orpniantkin, materials,
and operations;

15

9
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8. identify; Atincinfitrati;"Viid.intarprket the itiiporianOe of materials
testing--the mechanical, chemical, and physical properties of
hard and soft materials.

9. identify, define, and interpret basic concepts related to industrial
processes and practical application of scientific principles.

B. In science (general physics and chemistr), the ability to:

1. nano and identify the classification of chemical and physical
properties of substances.

r.r
2. interpret the nature oi atoms in order to understand the differences

in elements and the ways they react (periodic law and table).

3. interpret the important formulas of elements, those that form
acids and those that form baste, so as to be able to identify
the preparation and use of acids, bases, and salts.

4.' name and identify the source of important metals and demonstrate
their effective uses and conservation.

:,]i

5. demonstrate and identify the properties of carbon to account for
the great variety of its compounds, and study the production and
use of these compounds for food, fuel, and industrial products.

6. interpret the relationships of matter and energy.
;".

7. interpret the mechanist of liciuide and kakis in order to describe
and construct various devices and machines. .

8. name, identify, and demonstrate the behavior of molecules to
help interpret the nature of matter.

9. interpret and demonstrate force and motion so as to relate work,
polar, and eneivir to'inaoldnea.

10. identify and demonstrate the effects of heat on matter so as
t'ff.4 to be able to totialain the natni4 of matter and to exPlain how

machines, through use of heat energy, can be used ta accomplish
work.

3.1(

11. Interpret the nature of sound and li'ht and the-ube of each.
r

12. deiotibe eleetrioilyiitid'enplain its nee' in °bent IOC processes
"nob is beating it the litstilhatiOn óf Ps, and
oonununioations.

'4) 16



13. interpret the field of modern physice that is concerned with
electronics, radioactivity, and nkIear energy.

14. interpret and demonstrate the scientific method of problem
solving.

15. identify and interpret the principles, concepts, and facts
through which the student can better describe the nature of
the earth, its inhabitants, and the universe.

16. describe and order effectively the natural resources of the
earth as well as the products of science and technology.

17. interpret the social functions of science in relationship to
the implications of science and technology in society.

' 18. identify and order the science concepts which will contribute
positively to the student's physical and mental health and his

t t' recreational interesti:

C. In mathematics, the ability to:

1. Operate the slide rule efficiently in the areas where its use

0,1
1,,

2. I interpret the needed mathematical tables effectively and
hiterPOlate without hesitation.' ;"

3. recognize and Categorize the various types of mathematical
problems as they ate' presented in industrial education and

.; ;:i='4 sofealdies /A . -

;d) .It 41- )cil! I V-1 '11-S4e Oii.:; `!

4. demonstrate basio algeoraio skits accurately.

56' interpret sd solve problem.* that demand extensive knowledge
of plane, solid; said geometry.

6. determine the 'nem% of an algebrido function and represent
it graphically. .

:
0'^1C1It'r:I (1 oollOot data and reoOgnise tiiplificant characteristics of

t:fts

eii talatitt,
a. recognise the relationship between pouteds and variables of
`)1' **brae funOiliiiie aid the sofa of their change graphically.

rod .7114 -

9. solve problems that require the 11(111 a and knowledge of
ion*riesirtiiitorenietry of rigbt trismale.'

10. recognise grephi of trigonometric functions as they app. ar in
industry, badness, and science, and interpret their meaning&

11

_17
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11. analyze and solve problems of a trigonometric nature using
vectors and topographic diagrams.

12. operate the automatic calculator.

13. apply mathematical concepts, through a problem solving
approach, to the requirements of his environment.

D. In English, the ability to:

. describe and write the four forms of discourse.

demonstrate research techniques.

3. distinguish among different types of technical writing
materials: (a) memos, (b) letters, (c) recommendation

-'t reports,' (d) informal laboratory reports, (e) proposals,

and (f) formal reports.

4. distinguish among different types of literary analyses:
(a) character analysis, (b) evaluation, (a) historical,
(d) .point of view, (e) cotmaarison-contrast, (f) structure,
(g) specific problem, (h) summary, (i) general critique,
(j) close reading of passage, (k) ideas, (1) imagery,

(M) tone, (n) prosodic analysis, and (o) style.

5. construct: (a) a limited subject, (b) a thesis sentence,
4k. (0) an outline for organization, (d) an introduction for a
br;c; report, (e) the body of a report, (1) the conclusion of a

report, (g) the bibliography for a report, and (h) an
appendix for a report. (

'

8. construct the organization for a report through a table of
''" "'"'f' contents and sectional hi. 0 ...- 0,:t.qit4 le

i. 1.

construct an annotated Isiblleg!sPbX )

8. interpret scientific, mathematical, and technical information
for: (a) facts, (b) ideas, (c) organization, (d) principles,
(e) direCtions, (1) problem solving, (g) definitions, and
(h) understanding and interpreting graphic materials.

, . I
ir v. inte.pret literary mats for historic, OCOMOMIC, Bodo-

'.-)1..(1.3=1 political hip ositit

10. Demonstrate an undo
41.}43. S

of oral communication.

cut 6001-V.410 ..i1,10110;:a1.413.1 )0 ,Idg.ins colitrsotv.II

.
lAntaLr4.1 *d'ISPL'bot

votistaittotO -11`."1,s1 41,04 is
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CORRELATING PROBLEMS

The daily learning experiences for students within the Interdepartmental

Sequence center around the series of Correlating Problems which follow. The

problems should be presented to the students who will accept individual responsi-

bility for solving the problem and reporting the results as specified. Instructors

may find it necessary to modify problems according to individual needs and in-

terests, easing requirements for the less able student and encouraging the more

capable individual to explore in greater depth. It might appear advisable at times

to permit individuals of small groups to discard the stated problem in favor of

particular aspects which they find more exciting and more challenging.

Instructors should meet periodically to determine when the upcoming problem

is to be introduced, which instructor is to introduce it, just how it is to be in-

troduced, and the specific facets of the problem to be dealt with in each of the four

classrooms on a day to day basis.
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PROBLEM # 1

The Problem

Design and fabricate a template and gage according to the following specifications:

1. The template must have three openings, one of the openings must be
' ' circular with a diameter of two inches, the two remaining openings

may be any shape or size so long as they fit the demands of the
problem.

a

2. The gage must pass through all three of the openings, completely
filling each opening with a tolerance of no more than 1/32".

t, ,

3. AU surfaces must be sanded and waxed.

Suggested Procedure '1

0 1

ii

i 3. Select materials and fabricate the template and gage according to the
drawings.

.f., .1 3

3
4. Sand and wax all surfaces.

E.

Evaluation

1.' Prepare a full scale pictorial sketch of the template.

2. Prepare a full scale orthographic drawing of the gage.

Evaluation will be based upon the quality of the drawings, the precision of the
template and gage, and the quality of the finish.

I
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Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Industrial Education 8.lience
Problem
Study

Drawing

Wood selec-:-
tion.

Fabrication of
template and
gage

Finishes for
template
and gage

5. Tests for
measure-
ments

Related Other Problem
Study Study Study

Wood ident-
ification:
a. types
b. kinds
c. uses
d. grades

Common
finishes

Cost of
materials

. (

!' *11 0. ',U I r%y

1. Safety
practices
and pro-
cedures

2, Lumber
harvesting
and lumber
products

3. Lumber
purchas-
ing and
grading

t. Industrial
uses of
wood and
wood
products

. S oientifio
measure-
ments

2. Wood ident-i
ification:

a. types
b. kinds
C. uses
d. grades

Finishes
and pre-
servatives

f;C:i

i I

;',", I)

Related
Study

Life pro-
cesses of
trees

Tree ident-
ification

Physical
and chemi-
cal prop-
erties of
woods

Forest pro-
..

ducts and
indwOtrial
Materials:

a. paper
b. tar
0. gus
d. etc.

Other
Study

. Safety
practices
and pro-
cedures

Laboratory
procedures

3. Archimedeeg
principle
and ex-
periment

4.

5.

Hooke's
law and
experiment

( 3
Periodic
law and its
functions

6. Physical
and
chemical
changes



Problem
Study

Problem # 1.

Mathematics
Related

St

Mathematical 1. Board foot
calculations of rule and
geometric computations
figures

. Tests of
measurements

. Cost of
materials

Othe r
Study

. Slide Rule
techniques

. Use of trig
onometric
functions in
industrial
Aoplicadonf(
(e. g. , vec-
torial
forces)

Problem
Study

English
Related Other
Stall Study

16

1. Four forms o
discourse:

a. expositive
b. descriptive
c. argumenta-

tive
d. narrative

2. Technical
writing pro-
cess: from
problem to
answer to
explanation

3. Inform 1.1
reports:

a. laboratory
b. progress
c. recommen-

dation
d. proposal

4. Letters o
introduction



Examples of successful correlation: Problem #

Evaluation of problem:

Suggestions for independent study



The Problem

,t !:t q, !,1

PROBLEM # 2

18

Determine the methods, advantages, and disadvantages of laminating woods.
1"

Suggested PrOdedUre 7

1. Prepare a nuMber of laminated apeoircens using a variety of common. woods
,.14: and adhesives : i! ,.: !..- f.1 ---, ;' :1

I

4-:-.:..:.,

,, 1,, ,,r'4 ,,,, ' ';,. ,-.,::.

,is:41: 2. Compare laMinabed specimens with solid specimena'of aqual dimensions by
testing for compression and tensiit. '°t

j; yt

3. Colleot data.'

4. Draw conclusions.

6. Prepare irecommendatke report.
,.ti'

Evaluation

1, fildll in ;intimation of laminated aptieiniena.

Pretiantion of neoniniandation regal;

3. Knout:din' Of methods of laminating;

4. Knowledge Of *dVilAtSgOO sod disulventiPs of lunthidnif

5. ICnovdedge of tasting,

Z.,



Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Industrial Education Science
Proble

1. Principles of
design

2. Identifloatien
of woods

3. Ysioal Prop-
erties of
woods:

a. durabilit3;
b. work-

ability
c. weight

4. Types of
adhesives

5. Testing of
specimens .

Related

1. Character-
istics of
wood;

t,

a. hard-
woods

b. soft-
woods

2. 13trangth 4:11
Shiid
struotures

3. Preparation
of wood.

Other

1. Products
of plywood
and veneer
mills

2. Veneer and
p1 wood
manufac-
ture

3. Wood by-
products:

a. hard-
board

b. part&
board

4. Paper
industry.

Problem
S

Related
S

I. Adhesion 1. Forest
products

2. ,Cohesion , and in-
dustrial

Chemical i materialt
and
mechanic a. paper
properties b. tar
of c. gas
adhesives. , d. etc.

.i ,

4,11

t .

t

1

Chris 11.
Groneman
and Everett;
R. Glummer,
IUSW
41.41imgal
Webster

tpiviltictn, ,
MeGnw-
11111.Bcok
Company,
1964 AN
72-76.

1.. Atoms,
ions, and
sub-
atomid
particles

2. Motion
and
complex
motion:

a. projec-
tiles

b. falling
bodielL)
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Problem # 2

Mathematics English
Problem
Stu*

Related
Study

Other
Stitch,

Problem
Study

Related
Study

Other
Study

1. Testing of
joints:

. Basic
trigonometry

1. Recom-
mendation
report:

1. Writing
process:

1. Subject for
formal
report

a.
b.

graphs
ratio and

a. natural
functions

a, inter-
pretative

a. preparing
b. assemb- 2. Format for

proportion b. solving
triangles

b. persua-
sive

ling
materials

formal
report:

c. sorting
materials

Porigng

a.

b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

h.
i.

letter of
transmittal
title display
synopsis
table of
contents
introduction
body
terminal
section
bibliography
appendix

ed. organizing
f. classifying
g. arranging
h. ordering
i. writing
j. criticizing

and revis-
ing.

3. Thesis
sentence

4. Outline:

a.
b.
0.

introduction
body
conclusion

5. Sources of
information
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Examples of successful correlation: Problem # 2

.J _1

...,;.,..,.-,.-,-..: !*,..' j .2, i.;..:-..i.?, 1
i

1.4:1:, , '.,''''..',.'.1.:. ',,, '.'.1',/ '., ^:!';'.;,.:.:!',..c , JH ,,i-4.' .'1'. ,'

i...1.....1(4 :.....;..,C.,)-';'!(i.. ! ,g ,',..4.),.!?,,.....1-..' . 'iV:::'...,..q/'..--.:;:i-,,

;
,':

,,... ! -.J.';!....v.,',.; .,.--; 1, .i ....v,..1

1- .1.1.11 4. -1 - :i..r;.--.^,, -, -;

i -....,.';r1. 0,,',.,70 *...,,,'.'2,..,
i

.
.,2. i -;t::!'k....i.'',,E'l

;,,......,,..-',;.,:.,.}. o'' I,

1 1 .- !. 4',.).-`,-.; .

i.. i , :,.. J"..1. ,l ,-)::. .

li
. ,---.;-:-...-.,. : .,-

f:

. $

Evaluation of problem: i 1

... .

' 6

; ) t;:,..; 5, t...,:au.t;,-* I "1.:..'. i'"...:::?%:.:1,1 ; '. 1'
t.

i
'.:7,, f. r.,/

"1)-..,..,-r.E: .f t "..:1-'1;.-".'.,?1-.i. ,--.; ; I

t

i
.

I

al,.',0,i',,. C
. 1

110

I

Ouggestiotte for independent study:

. .

rt:
tV,Ittfrt104);:ft

6



Problem # 3

The Problem

Through experimentation with basic types of joints:

A. determine: ,

22

1. the types of metal fasteners that give the greatest strength
(tensil and compression). ::, r--,,-r.r:-: 1.

1 1 1!::
the types of adhosiits that give the greatest strength. ., r.c.

1'
r

3.' the combinations of fasteners an_ d adhesives that give the 1

'' 1 the greatest strength.tc, i. i ; ,::, ., ,,..--: ),.

B. prepare a written report which shows the data collected and
findings of the tests.. 'Test data should be shown graphically.

1
1

., . ;ii,..,,,,
Suggested Procedure

in

i i :.=.r' i'1
1 i

1

1.. Through study, determine the v.arioug,types of joint3, the metal fasteners : ,..... ;

and adhesives employed in making joints, and the theoretical advantages and
, ... o, o .

1 ,.disadvantages of each. I ; ii.:,,,. , ;1
I i

/ '. ;.:., ..,- 1( -....-,i,.': f,-..1 ..--. i i-.1,-..- ;,-:-ii ..i... i . , ...giro( it,

2. Select certain baste typal' of joints, fabricate specimens with the various
fasteners and adhesives, Wit specimens, and collect data. :,..1;, in; : ,,-ii.,-;,'F..;:.

3. Prepare a written report of the findings (include recommendations). i

1

1 .. I ! ;;....1.1.:; .3 !I
Note: joint specimens should be made of white pine and should be.; -..;

;

,
i 3/4" x 1" x 10" when finished.

Evaluation
i

r:rt
is

valuation will be based upon the leport and the v
the r

,

IA 1t, +i

ty of the data upon1which

el .

The Forest Products Laboratory, Wood Han/book No. 72. Washington 26, D. C.:
U. S. Department of Agriculture, 19614*. 236-237; ChrAs H. Groneman and,iverett
R. Glaeener, Technioal Woodworking, Si. Louis: MeGrawtHill Book Company;
pp. 291-2911.

28
1
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Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Problem
Rut/

1. Joinery

2. Selection
of:

a. woods
b. Joints
0. adhe-

sives

3. Preparation
of Joints

4. Application
of adhesives

6. Assembly of
joints

6. Testing of
Joints

Industrial Education
Related 1 Other

Study P;

1. Industrial l"

uses of
adhesives

.;.)kItio t,.

2; Adhesives:

a. thermo-
plastic

b. tbermo-
*)- setting

3. Fasteners
and reinforce-
ments: 04 t

a. splines '.
b. corner
0. plates

4. Mechanical
ads 4ntage:

a. driving
tools

b. withdraw-
ing tools

r4k. ,H
iiitt

I. Strength of
rigid
structures:;,/

r !-/
a. stresses

and
strains

b. shears
" 0. bending

mements

2. Building
codes

(-

17 Ii'.4:1)

t:trtr9 ;104,

;,...., .

Problem
Study :,

'I. Mechanical
properties of
adhesives

2.' Forces in
equilibrium

. Dynamics

4. Machines:
,J

a. operation
b. efficiency
C. mechanical

advantage

'

1.11.; 1 r-,i

Ito
C,t21

Science
Related

Study
Other
Study

Force 1. Studies of
vectors motion

:



Problem
Mathemarcs

24

Problem # 3

Related Other

1. Graphs

2. Ratio and
proportiom

a.
b.

efficiency
mechanical
advantage

St

Graphs
of trig-
onometric
functions

Arithmeti-
cal and
geometric
progres-

sions

Basic
algebra

a. offer
b. plan
c. costs

laa Lii .'rrH

1. Outline

2. Sectional
headings

3. Planning
introduction

4. Writing
introduction

5. Introduction:

a. precise
subject

b. writer's
attitude

c. plan

6. Topic
sentence
development

7. Paragraphs:

a. develop-
ment

b. relation
c. coherence

8. Sectional
headings:

a. main head-
thgs

b. second-
order head-
ings

c. third-order
headings

d. agreement of
headings, oet
line, and
table of con-
tents
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Examples ci* successful correlation: Problem # 3 ... . ..,....... ,,.. ... _

I 1

I 1

i
1

;,,. 1); i .i.---, i
1

Evaluation of problem:
,- i.,,,,i,. 1

:0,!C l.;-1.:1';:::;<:;

IF

i1Zr,<",148

tt

for indveicleut study:

11

<

ti

1

I

1

t



PROBLEM # 4

...... The Problem
i

26

' .. Throuch experimentation and testing, derive a rule, chart, formula, or Other -- -
device for calculating a truss design which gives the maximum ratio of supportive

' L strength to weight of the truss.'i -,1 i ,1' ','1, -'t i :--tf;.".'".1-':- . $ , .,:.
I',,',1.f. t.l' '. J J.D'i

Suggested Procedure : .41
,:.,..- I.. ..;,$., .,i .. ., 6,

t
1

i

1
1!:%; ', le Determine mathematically the design of a type of rigid structure (a pitched roof ).

r':i .' I '",'..' ' '.... I :i.:11 L,
14 'I'll

! 2. Prepare a full scale working drawing of the design. '3 .' 1 1.%) i .., ;

4 ),") *() 1 3. From this drawing fabricate three trusses according to the following . ...,!..,1

1 --'i .t1 specifications: ,.," i $ -,, ;Iv, . i',.., i. ..1.
i .i,) :j -,r; J; :11 , 1; '.- ' -, ..,:: ,..; 1 ,I` .:; i',7

'-';.i.':i a. scale: 1" = 11 :. , ',. r . j'f, i! .f.q, a. , ..ii
z b. span: 241 ''' .1.,.1.....t 1J_, ?

: i
..:. A.'s

i l'-:::':'' ''c'".-0 c. rise: 81 ,: -.'. i $, 1-, .....ii i

d. rafters: 2" x 6" on 16" centers '' 1

i e. maximum length of stock: 76" per truss .,,.1.fl

1 I. king of wood: optional
g. decking: 1/8" plywood

4. Apply decking to the trusses.
, .I

1 ,

$
.---I) ,-:: , :

; :,..-.t .,i.. t...1 .i...

j .f.,,,..:!..)..'--

,, ../..H ,...,:.

i
;,,..1,-,1:.:.,

5. Construct a testing device Which will measure the breaking point of the -'0''51`)...'
structure

I

and test to deterinjne the ratio of supportive strength to weight.
I

6. Record findings and prepare, a formal report Which includes the rule, f-si :3 '

chart, formula, or other deVice for finding a 'given truss deeign which .-t-"fo"?.
gives the maximum ratio of supportive strength to weight of truss.

Evaluation i . $

i

$

' i
.

,
1

1

Evaluation will be based upon the mathematical design, the workinidrawing,
the derived formula or other device kor calculating fr4s design, and the format

i
report.

1

W. Fleming SodieLd and W. B. O'Brien, Williain A. Oliver (rev.), Modern
r Eodaeerinft. blew Ofasne: rn Pine A

VII Gramma, W Section 24.
l I

-1.

Chapters IV and
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Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Industrial Education
Problem Related Other Problem

S

1. Wood
selection

2.. Calculations

3. Graphic Rine-
trations of
trusses
(sketches)

4. Working
drawings

6. Layout

Rigid
structure
fabrication

7. Test ap-
paratus
construction .1.

- e

8. Testing of
rigid ,,1
structures td.;

117,7tiql.
htk V

1. Components
of roof
frame:

!

2.

a. Wan ,',
b. run
o. rise
d. pitch

Types of
trusses
and their
uses:

a. king
b. queen

. Methods of
assembly:

a. gussets
Tinge

4. Rafter
111700

1

5 dlding ,

codes

1. Prefabri-
cated
housing

Mobile
homes

3. Building
con
industry

4. Thermal
character-
istics of
wood

i`I! ..

tti.i"; fki

fj

(41 -41A 00 ';:f(11'i2)

.A
'4Weg)

olui t;

ft A %fig en-giti
.PS r,o31.:>5

. Forces in
equilibrium

2. Dynamics

3. Mechanics:
;1 ftl

a. mechan-
i.e.r1: ical ad-

vantage
b. test ap-

paratus
con-
struction

r

1.:1;

Science
Related Other

1. Mechanics: 1. Frames of
reference:

a. work
b. power a. relative
0. energy motion

b. accelerated
2. Forces: motion

c. equivalence
d. etc..;; a. motion

b. centri-
pet at
centri-00

d.
fugal
moments

e. etc.

i J

.eftc,i Hit
-ft>

4

;V
:wAT:i 'or

3

lb

(.3



Problem # 4

Problem
Mathematics

Related
Es lish
Related

1. Calculations

2. Design:

a. vectors
b. Pythag-

orean
theorem

3. Ratio and
proportion

4. Rule, chart,
or formula

1. Vectors 1. Basic
algebra

1. Formal
report

;1-5Uilt

1. Terminal
section:

a. factual
b. critical
0. advisory
d. com-

bination
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Examples of successful correlation: Problem # 4

,._...... ......,....,......... ..... ..... ...-.......,......
.." '.' Cc LF.,,,,:.i ,.:11. ...,..:11 .:.-,,., . ; ;

, 1

i

`.!-Fri,...11.'...' ...;' !,
;,'.-.F.0.;', ,:-,..;;,: -F.f..f

,::::.j..;...)....F; ;-!,F i .f. ,. s..;.

;
i

i.,

,t -.f',"',:),, , ..; !

v
,

, 1

Evaluation of problem:

r

Suggestions for indepetsdent study;

1 11

1 I

1

1



The Treble* "A

involving the basic concepts previously studied, fabricate a marketable product through

PROBLEM # 6

)mass production.

Suggested Procedures: 7

1. Design and prepare a working drawing.

2. Select materials and determine processes.

3.

4.

3.

es'

Evaluation

Prepare a prototype.

Prepare a progress report.

Lay out production and flow charts.

Fabricate product.

/

t

f.)' Evaluation will be based on the quality of the deb*, the progress or and ex;

mass produotion process (effioiency and use of time and materials).

1;)



31 Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Industrial Education
Problem Related Othe

1. Custom and
mass pro-
duction
principles

2. Product
design

3. Selection:
a. woods
b. joints
c. fasteneri
d, finishes

4. Working
drawings

5. Prototype

S. Production
chart

Flow
chart

Fabrication
of product.

. Summar'I.Sa-
tion of con-
cepts

2. Organiza-
tional
structure
of an
industry.

Pattirn
making

2. Numerical
and tape
control

umSmariza-
tion of con-
cepts.

,;

a. measure-
ment

b. temperature
o. change by

energy
trans-
formation
heat ex-
change
beat trans-
fer without
temperature(_
change

e. thermal
behavior
of various
materialsFt';

2. Heat and
micro-
structures:

a. kinetic
b. specific

beat
o. nature of

heat
d. heat

engine
e. principles

of thermo-
dynamics.

0
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Problem # 5

Mathematics
Problem

Study
Related
Study

Other
Study

English
Problem
Study

Related
Study

1. Summarization
of concepts

2. Cost analysis:

a. time
b. materials

1. Basic calculus 1. Basic
in industrial algebra
usage

1. Progress
report

Other
Study

1. Formal
report
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Examples of successful correlation: Problem # 5

,....;."...:..;,..':-.'.: ..f

;::,':;' ;-;

1., :. ;,' '. ;. ,-

I!. f.-:.;:-..;--;--.; -.

Evaluation of problem:

1

1

Suggestions for independent study:

,

I

(,)



T :7 . ,;:11 t.1

r

The Problem

34

PROBLEM # 6

Using patterns previously fabricated, sand cast five geometric solids tsphere,
cone, cylinder, cube, and regular tetrahedron) according to the specifications given
below:

1: Solids must be cast of metals having the following properties:- . .

1.

a. The melting point must be between 300 and 1600 degrees F.
b. Metals must be noncombustible at 1200 degrees F. (approx.)
o. Must be noncorrosive. .

d. Must be easily available at reasonable cost.

2. All castings must be of equal volume.
i

The sphere (to be provided) must have a diameter of 2".

. The castings must be given a desirable finish. -
.

5. Prepare a proposal on casting.

Suggested Procedure

(To be determined)

Evaluation
;

Evaluation will be based upon the precision of the volumetric measurement,
quality of the castings, and the quality of the proposal.

the
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Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Problem
Study

1. Safety ,-L't

practices
and pro-
cedures

Industrial Education
Related
Study

Other
Study

Problem
Study

Science
Related
Study

a. Applying
shrink rule

3. Developing
patterns

4. Gating and
risering

1. Types of '

patterns

2. Types of
sands

3. Color codes

4. Other cast-
ing pro-
cesses:

a. die casting
b. instrument

casting
c. shell

molding
d. plaster

mold
casting

. Sand con-
ditioning
and con-

/ trol '
c.

. Heat treat-
ing pro
ceases

3. Casting
specimens
for Problem

1i,1.) -
. f;

;_ f.!

1.' Metallurgy
of the
elements
used in
the
problem

2. Heat pro-
cesses:

a. specific
heat

b. coefficient
if expansion

a. shrink rule

3. Electrical
processes:

..

a. thermo-
couple

b. electric
furnace

Qualitative
analysis,:

IL. group
analysis

b. semi -micro
analysis

1. Physical
and °hero-
ical pro-
perties
of non-
metals

2. Periodic
law and
functions

. Elements
and "
compounds

$
N

Other;
. 8bidv

1.- Qualitative
artalysis
emertments

2. Electrical
studies:

a. elec tro-
statics

b. charge on
electron

'4)
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Problem # 6

Problem
S

1. Volumetric
computations

2. Shrink rule
development

Mathematics
Related

Study

Volumetric
formulas:

a. implement-
ation

b. derivation

A proposal
of casting
procedt les
indicating
the most
desirable
process
under
certain
specifi-

cations

1. Summar
theme
on essay
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Examples of successful correlation: Problem # 6

1

I SC:it,

Evaluation of problem:

,
;
;

Suggestions for independent study:

t'

I t

..
:7-.1AR

43

1)



r PROBLEM it 7

The Problem
, .

Determine the processes through which selected metals can be forged, beat treated
; .;

and finished for specific uses in industry.i. '1.

;11' Suggested Procedures:

ti 1.. Identify industrial uses of forged, beat treated, and finished metals.

identity metals.,
. ,

3.. Experiment to determine heat treating processes spprcyriate for the metal and
the industrial use of such by preparing specimens for testing and evaluation.

. v,f.

4.'. Write progress repotta during experimentation.

Evaluation
r

if . 1.. Degree of skill in heat treating specimens.

2.. Ability, to identify quality of metal by. color.

3.. Progress reports,

4.. Knowledga of taming, haat Outing, and finishing prOcesesse
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Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Industrial Education

probAsap Related
Science

Other .. .

1. Principles 1. Upset
of design. forging

2. Forging

3. Hardening
and
tempering

.;

4. Surface
treating.

2. Drop
forging

3. Swedging

'

1. Extrusion

2. Hot draw-
ing

, 1 .

3. Piercing

4. Pipe weld-
ing

k

Problem . Related . Other
Study Study Study

1. Physical 1.' Alloys 1. Experiments
and chemical with quail-
properties a. ferrous tative
of ferrous solid analysis
metals state

2. Carbon-
steel
alloy

;

,V,11 '1.-1

45

'A

2. Electrical
studies:

a. circuits
b. energy
C. . power

3. Mole con-
()apt and )
stoichiome-
trY

.()
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Problem # 7

Problem
Study

1. Arithmetical
computations:

a. percentage
composition

b. ratio and
proportion

Mathematics
Related

Study

. Chemical
formula
develop-
ment:

En lish

a. empirical
b. molecular

Other
Study

. Basic
trigo-
nometry

Problem
Study

. Progress
reports

Related
Study__

Other
Study

1. Theme on
ideas on a
essay

2. Theme on
imagery it
poetry
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Examples of successful correlation: Problem #

1

Evaluation of problem:

Suggestions for independent study:

1 1

47



4

PROBLEM # 8

The Problem

A. Fuse by cohesion a parallelepiped using the oxyacetylene welding process
according to the following specifications:

1. Stock must be 1/8" mild steel.

2. The completed figure must measure 3/4" x 3/4" x 4" .

B. Aro weld by adhesion several stringer beads on a specimen using the
shielded metal arc welding process according to the specifications given
below:

1. Stock must be 3/16" mild steel.

2. Specimen must be 1 1/2" x 4".

C. Write a recommendation report on the most suitable welding method for
a given application.

Suggested Procedure

(To be determined)

Evaluation

A. The parallelepiped must be fastened with "edge joints" and these must
show full penetration; it must have true edges, end upon destruction the
metal around the joint edge must show a sugar-like grain structure.

B. The stringer beads must be uniform in height, approximately one-half
the diameter of the electrode, and approximately 3/4" in length.

C. The quality of the recommendation report will also be evaluated.

48

42
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Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Industrial Education
Related
Study

Problem
Study

Other
Study

problem
Study

Scieuce

1. Safety practices 1. Welding
and procedures processes:

2. Steel selection

3. Oxyacetylene
cutting

4. Edge welds

a. forge
b. gas
0. arc
d. submerged

arc
e. brazing

2. Soldering

3. Fusing weld
types and
joints

1. Thermit 1. Chemistry
welding: and physics

of oxyacety-
a. electro- lens weld-

slag ing
b. electronic

beam 2. Cohesion
c. electro-

sonic 3. Fusion
d. friction

4. Chemistry
2. Surfacing and physics

of arc
3. Metal- welding

lizing

4. Flame
straighten
ing

4s

Related
Study

Other
Study

1. Prepara-
tion of
acetylene

Chemical
equations:

a. oxidation
b. reduction

3. Electrical
principles
of arc
welding

4. Principles
of thermo-
dynamics:

a. welding
b. temper-

ature and
thermo-
meters

c. coefficient
of expan-
sion and
contraction

d. melting
e. freezing

1. Experiments
with quali-
tative
analysis

2. Electrical
studies:

a. circuit
construction

b. electric
motor

ra.
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Problem # 8

Mathematics
Problem Related Other Problem

Study Study Study Study

1. Geometry of
the parallelta
Piped

. Percentage
of various
gases in
welding
mixtures

. Laws of
gases

. Temperature
formulas:

a. centigrade
(Celsius)

b. Fahrenheit
C. Kelvin

4. Heat units:

a. calories
b. thermal

units

1. Basic
trigonom-
etry

1. Recom-
mendation
reports

En ish
Related
Study

Other
Study

1. Compariso:
contrast
theme in
poetry

2. Theme on
close readt
of a paean'
from a shoe
story
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Examples of successful correlation: Problem # 8

Evaluation of problem:

1

Suggestims for independent study:

1

;

5
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PROBLEM #9

The Problem .

Using an aluminum or steel rod, straight and taper turn one specimen on a
metal lathe according to the specifications which follow:

I.. Material:
a. If aluminum, use one of the casting specimens from Problem # 6.
b. If steel, use mild or carbon.

2. The diameter must be: minor--.500"
major--.750".

3. The length of the neck must be 3.250".

4. The overall length must be 8.000".

Also, test the specimen for elongation and tensile strength and plot the results
on a graph. Submit the results in an informal laboratory report.

..- Suggested Procedure

i (To be determined)

Evaluation .

Evaluation will be based on measurements of the diameter and length of the
neck of the specimen, the accuracy of the tests of elongation and tensile strength,
and the quality of the informal laboratory report.

1

z

1

52
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Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Industrial Education Science
Problem

Study
Related

S

1. Safety
practices and
procedures

2. Measuring
instruments

3. Metal cutting:

a. tool speed
cutter

b. high speed
cutter

4. Basic com-
ponents of
lathe

5. Cylindrical
and taper
turning

6. Testing

Shapes and
uses of
cutters

. Lathe
accessories:

a. centers
b. chucks
c. collets

3. Lathe
cperations:

a. facing
b. boring
c reaming
d. knurling

. Speeds and
feeds

s. Coolants

Other
Stud

1. Industrial
uses of
turning
machines

Problem
Stu.

1. Physical
and
chemical
properties
of
aluminum,
iron, and
ferrous
alloys

2. Hooke's
Law

3. Mechanical
testing

Related
Stud

. Other
Stu.

1. Construc-
tion of a
testing
device

1. Experiments
with
qualitative
analysis

2. Electrical
studies:

a. direct
current

b. alternating
current

3. Wave
motions:

a. electro-
magnetic

b. sound
c. light
d. sanar
e. radar
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Problem # 9

Problem
Study

Mathematics
Related

Study
Other
Study

Problem
, Study

En fish
Related
Study

Other
Study

1. Theory of
taper turn-
ing:

2.

a. taper
attach-
ment

b. tailstock
offset

c. compound
rest

Evaluation of
specimens
for accuracy

3. Graphs of
test results

1. Mechanical
advantage

2. Theory of
angular and
linear
velocities:

a. speeds of
lathe

b. feeds of
lathe

1. Basic
trigonometry

4A 1

.1

1. Independent
study

2. Character
analysis
from a
drama

3. Prosodic
analysis of
a poem

A__
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Examples of successful correlation: Problem # 9

Evaluativ of problem:

Suggestions for independent study: i 1

1

55



The Problem

Form by pressing and heating (sintering) two needle-like structures from two
different alloyed powdered metals; magnetize these needles permanently; use one
of them in the fabrication of a simple compass; test the other for density, volume,
compression, cross sectional area, and tensile strength; and graph and report the
results. Do this according to the specifications and procedure given below:

. '

. Alloy: determine , !

. Diameter: 1/16" 1

3. Lergth: 1".

50

PROBLEM # 10

Suggested Procedure

Evaluation

1. Produce two fine metallic powders,
2. Mix and prepare the powders.
3. Press the powders into the needle-like shapes.
4. Heat (sinter) the needle like shapes.to the required temperatures.
5. Magnetize the needlel..:
6. Fabricate a simple compass with one of the needles.
7. Test the specified properties of the other needle.
8. Graph and report the results.

. .

:V tjk

Evaluation will be based upon tests of the properties of the needles and t:e
quality of the graph and report.

56
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Interdepartmental Instructional Sequence

Problem
S

Industrial Education
Related Other

Stun Stud '

1. Selection of 1.' Industrial
powdered applications
metals of

powdered
Mixing and metallurgy
blending of
metals

3. Pressing

4. Sintering

5. Testing

1. Tbeoretical
basis for
metal
forming

'

Problem
S

. Physical
properties
of metals

2. Alloying
process:

a. heat
b. pressure

3. Magnetism:

a. force
b. field
c. ferro-

magnetism
U. permanent

magnets
e. magnetism

of the
earth

. Testing '

Science
Related
S

Magnetism:

a. 41ectro-
magnetic
induction

b. solenoid
c. induced

current

2. Electro-
statics

3. Electric
motor

Other
Stu

. Experiments
with
qualitative
analysis

2. Review:

a. ions and
ionization

b. solubility
c. chemical

equilibrium
d. hydrolysis
e. complexions
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Problem # 10

Problem
Study

1. Law of
magnetism

2. Testing
computations

Mathematics
Related
Study

Electro-
statics:

a. Coulomb's
Law

b. charge on
electron

Other Problem
Study Study

. Basic
trigonometry

2. Industrial
calculus

58

English
Related
Study

Other
Study

1. Independent
study

2. Evaluation
of a novel
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Examples of successful correlation: Problem # 10

Zvaluation of problem:

Euggestions for independsnt study:

rn
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CURRICULUM FOR INDUSTRIAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROJECT
5 YEAR PLAN FOR TEACHERS OF INDUSTRIAL-TECHNICAL

EDUCATION

Cooperatively taught by
a four man team employing
the CORRELATED APPROACH
to instruction

First Year

4 semester hours of general chemistry
4 semester hours of general physics
6 semester hours of mathematics
6 semester hours of industrial education
6 semester hours of English

6 - 8 additional hours in required courses.

Second Year

30 - 34 semester hours in general and industrial education.

Third Year

One semester off campus internship as a "teacher assistant" in a Partnership School
employing the correlated approach to instruction.

One semester on campus carrying 15 - 17 semester hours of general and special
education courses.

Fourth Year

One semester off campus as a full time on-the-job learner and employee in a Partner-
ship industry.

One semester on campus carrying 15 - 17 semester hours of general and sptoial
education courses.

Ten weeks off campus as a full time on -the -job learner and employee in a Partnership
industry.

Fifth Year

One semester off campus internship as a "Weber associate" in a Partnership School
employing the correlated approach to instruction.

One semester on campus carrying 15 - 17 semester hours of general and special
education courses. This includes a two semester hour course in independent study.

61



55 CURRICULUM FOR INDUSTRIAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROJECT
5 Year Degree Program for Teachers of Industrial-Technizal Education

Sem. Hrs.

Group I LANGUAGE, LITERATURE, AND SPEECH
English 101 Freshman Composition 3

102 Freshman Composition 3

Speech 101 Fundamentals of Speech 3
Electives 3

Group 1I SCIENCE

Totals

12

20
Mathematics 119A Algebra & Trigonometry 2

1198 Algebra & Trigonometry 3

131 Slide Rule Calculations 1

Physics 120 Physics for Technology 4
Chemistry 120 Introduotoiy Chemistry of

Materials 4
Health Education 106 Personal Health or equivalent 3

Psychology 201 Introductory Psychology 3

Group III SOCIAL SCIENCE 18
Economics 201 Principles 3

202 Problems 3

Sociology 151 Introductory Sociology 3

152 Social Problems 3
Political Science 201 Introduction to American Govt. 3

Electives in Economics or Sociology

Group IV EDUCATION 26
Education 335 Teaching in Secondary Schools 3

336 Directed Observation 2

337 Adolescence 3

338 Affiliation 2

363 Foundations of American Education 3

364 Directed Teaching 5

370 Educatioral Psychology 3
371 Mental Hygiene 2

374 Directed Teaching 3

* The student must spend two semesters of internships in a Partnership School.

112
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Sem. Hrs. Totals

Group VI APPLIED ARTS 50
Commerce 260 Principles of Management 3

320 Personnel Management 3
Industrial Education 101 Engineering Drawing 3

102 Wood Technology 3

111 Arts and Crafts 2

118 Planning and Design 2

119 Technical Sketching
120 Graphic Arts 2

122 Metal Technology 3
128 Introduction to Power 3

208 Introduction to Industrial Education 1

251 Electricity 2
324 Prob. and Meth. of Teaching I. A. 2
331 Electronics
351 General Shop Organization 2

** 339 Industrial Internship 6
391 Independent Study 2

Electives to establish a sequence of ten or more
hours in one area of Industrial Arts *** 7

Group VII HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
Physical Education Activity 4

Free Electives
TOTAL

** The student must complete one semester of industrial internship
(4 semester hours credit) plus one ten week summer (2 semester
hours credit).

*** The student must complete sufficient hours to have at least ten
hours in one of the following areas: Drafting and Design, Grsphlo
Arts, Wood, Metal, or Energy and Power.

6
136
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Industrial Education

WEEKLY CORRELATION

Mathematics Science

0
N
D
A
Y

1. Test specimens.
2. Continue fabricating

drawing board.
3. Continue plans for

educational tours.

1. Study sine la%
2. Continue study of

linear equations
and graphing.

3. 15 minute review
of trig. functions.

1. Review and 1.
complete
study of
forces in 2.
equilibrium.

a. measurement&
b. types
c. friction
d. hydrostatics
e. vectors
f. torque
g. rotational
h. center of

avi

English

Review annotated
bibliography for
formal reports.
Begin writing
recommendation:
reports on basis
of testing in in-
dustrial education.

D
N
E
S

D
A

1. Study board feet.

2. Compute cost of
materials.

3. Educational tour
Morbark
Debarking.

1. Board feet study
in OB's room
from 8-9.

2. Winn trip.

Wood Technology
(Winn Trip)

Dynamics:
a. thermal

velocity
b. Newton's

2nd aad 3rd
Laws

o. Circular
Motion.

1. Write thesis
sentences for
formal reports.

2. Write mcmo on
trip to Winn.

3. Continue writing
recommendation
reports.

R

D

A

1. Study relative
humidity of wood.

2. Continue fabricating
drawing boards.

3. Introduce Problem
III Joinery.

1. Finish study of
linear funotions
and equations.

2. Graphing of tests
(wood) and kiln
specimens.

Experiments:
1. Boom ex-

periraent -
tension

2. Center of
gravity.

1

Following week:

1. Collect Recommendation Reports.

2. Introduce Problem IF 3.
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Problem:

If a sphere has a diameter of two inches, cast five geometric solids (cone, cylinder,
cube, and tetrahedron), all of which have a volume equal to that of the sphere.

Given: a) sphere = 2" in diameter
b) cone = 2" across base
c) cylinder = .75" in diameter

1 Volume of ephere = (r 3) (14)
V = 4.1866 in.

2 Volume of cone = (1/3) (ry r'N)
Height of cone = 4"

3 Volume of cylinder = (tr
Height of cylinder = 9.481"

4 Volume of tetrahedron = (1/3 A of B) ( h )
Side of tetrahedron = 3.544"

5 Volume of cube = Lx Wx H
Sides of cube = 1.61"

Aluminum was the metal chosen for the casting of the solids because 'A has a low
melting point, is fairly inexpensive, and is safer to cast than most metals.

. In the casting of the five geometric, solids, .25" was added to the base, height,
diameter, length, and width to allow for machining the metal and shrinkage.

0
A temperature of 1550 F was found to produce the best castings. By coating the

full -mold styrofoam pattern with wax a smoother casting surface was produced. Before
casting the sand was tempered enough so it could be rolled into a ball, be sheared in half,
and hold its own shape. Small holes produced by pushing a wire into the drag sand en-
abled the gas to escape when the metal was poured. Ten minutes was allowed for the metal
to solidify after it was poured.

Safety precautions such as the wearing of gloves, leggings, welding helmet, and
the treating of all metals as if they were hot were observed.

CONE

The height of a cone whose base is two inches and Ha volume 4.1866"3, was found
to be tour inches. This height was calculated by the use of the formula: h s

1/3 A of B

66
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After casting the cone to a + .25 inches in radius, the angle on the taper was cal-
culated: ten 1/2 A = . The angle was found to be 28°.

2_ k

There are three ways to cut a taper:

a) use of a taper attachment.
by offsetting the tailstock.

c) use of the compound rest.

The use of the taper attachment could have been used but the timo involved in attach-
ing it to the lathe would have been too great. The tailstock offset is used where a long but
small taper is to be cut. The compound rest method was used for the turning of the cone
taper.

The angle of the taper was 28o (sine 2 ) so, (1/2) (28) was subtracted from
No and the proper setting for the compound d .25 rest was found. The compound rest

,,owas swiveled clockwise to itc from normal position.

Care was taken to make sure the cutter bit was centered properly (in exact center).
If the cutter bit is off center a true taper can't be turned.

Other factors involved was the sharpening of the cutter bit and the speed to turn
aluminum. A smoother finish can be obtained with the proper cutting edge and by turning
the metal as fast as possible.

If the aluminum becomes too hard while machining it, it can be annealed. This
process involves heating the metal until it is cherry red and allowing it to cool very slowly.

No polishing or filing was done in the operation because they would produce an
untrue finish.

CUBE

The cube was oast with a 1.86" width, height, and length.

There are many ways in which to machine a flat surface. Two were used in the
machining of the cube:

a) wee of milling machine.
b) use of the shaper.

;
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TPI = Taper Per Inch
TPI' - Taper Per Ft.
D = Diameter of Base
d = Diameter of small ensi

= Length of Taper
L = Total length of piece

Offset = L x (D-d)

Offset = .9411"

= .25"
TPF = 3.0"

= 2.0"
d
1 = 4.25"
L =

2 I

The compound rest should be swiveled clockwise 75° 45'.

The use of the two inch micrometer helped to determine the final cut for machining
the cube.

Formula used to compute the dimensions of the cube: 2(- = -1/ Af. / e 6 6 x = I. 4

CYLINDER

The cylinder was mist with a diameter of 1.25" and a length of 10". A 10" kiwis
was cast to allow for machining of the metal between centers and shrinkage of the aluminum
after pouring.

The metal lathe was used to machine the cylinder to 3/4". Several tools had to be
selected in the procedure. Throe cutter bits were used. The !trot was sharpened too it
would take a rough but aiseable out. The second was sharpened a, it would produce a .
smooth finish. The third tool used was the out -off tool. It was centered in W' bolter
tree by rimming it up to the tailstock center and then centering it vertically by running it to
the chuck when the lathe v. as not in operation.

Vol

The formula used to calculate the dimensions of the cylinder: h height; h t
L 6.481".
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SPHERE

)The sphere was cast with a diameter of 2.25". Several ways of machining a sphere
include:

a) by hand filing ±t.
b) use of a tumbler.
c) use of a metal lathe.

The metal lathe was used to produce a sphere with a 2" diameter.

v ( r ( 410
V:: /:16

The formula used to compute the volume of the sphere:

TETRAHEDRON

Tha tetrahedron was cast so its sides were 3.794" long. Machining of the tetra-
hedron proves difficult duo to its irregular shape. Several machfnes can be used though.
The shaper, milling machine, and a hand file were used to produce the finished dimensions
for the tetrahedron.

The formula used to calculate the tetrahedron's dimensions: x (1/3) (A of 13)
(h) x 3.644".

sr' ;+,,.

. ..rt

,i. it
41 .E

"1 69 iit

r ;14:40,4 # 10..pri9i...0,),Ntj 041
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CENTRAL MICIIIGAN UNIVERSITY Partnership Vocational
Mount Pleasant, Michigan Education Project

INDEPENDENT STUDY

The purpose of the independent study is to provide the student with the opportunitr
to do individual research and experimentation. The American society has been built by
individual creative ingenuity. The men who have made contributions in the devolopment
of America's highly technical society learned thiough actual experience the value of re-
search and experimentation. It is our goa:,. to have the student learn the basic concepts of
the various disciplines by experimenting with materials and products,

The following axe the objectives for the student who undertakes independent study
under this program:

1. The student should exhibit the ability to work by himself and/or in swell
groups.

2, The student should show the ability to manage time effectively.

3. The student should acquire the ability to isolae a problem.

4. The student should demonstrate the ability to solve a problem.

5. The student should develop the ability to find and use reverence material.

6. The student should exhibit the ability to apply various concepts and Wile
he has acquired in his studies of science, mathematics, English (articularly
communications), and industrial technology.

7. The student should show the ability to communicate his findings.

The research and experimentation arkproach to teaching in the industrial education
and science laboratories opens new avenues of learning. The student and instructor under-
take the solving of a problem. Together, the problem is defined, the solving procedure
structured, the experiment conducted, and findings recorded :end reported.
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SYNOPSIS

This report gives the results of experiments dealing with the size and shape of

sounding boxes for a door chime. These tubes were constructed having clor,ed ends and

an opening along the length over which a tuning fork was rung. The constant arrlied at

through these experiments was that a tube having s 9" length and an opening 13/32" wide

would amplify a tone having 3.7637 more vibrations per second every limo the opening

length was increased by 1.32".



CLOSED TUBE DOOR CHIME 64

This study involved experimentation with the size, chape, and materials of a

sounding box for a door chime which would amplify the volume of a tone produced by a

given sounding bar.

These tubes or sounding boxes were to be closed at both ends and have an open-

ing at some point along the length. Since formulas could be found only to determine the

length of. tubes having one or both ends open, all work and conclusions ware experimental.

Two tubes were constructed having good tone and volume qualities. Measure-

ment of Vim tubes produced a proposed constant ratio between size of opening and the

frequency of the tone which mid be amplified at a tube length of 9". This constant still

needs more testing to be proven true.

. MATERIALS

The first step in this experiment was to determine what material was to be used.

Several commercially designed chimes were examined and thin walled brass tubing ap-

peered to be the most popular material used. This was probably due to the ease of

machineability of this type of material.

The brass stock used in these chimes has an outside diameter of 1.26" and a wall

thickness of 0.047". This stock was obtained from the Chase Brass and Copper Company

of Madison Heights, Michigan.

EXPERIMENTS

To begin the experiment, an opening was filed in the eta* approximately eight

inches from one end of the original five foot long tube. This was a round opening 9/18"
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in diameter. A plug was then constructed of brass sheeting to fit snugly but smoothly in-

side the tuba. This plug was screwed to the end of a dowel rod. This arrangement afford-

ed a moveable end which could vary the length of the tube.

A hollow rubber stopper was placed in the lower end of the tube. When a hose and

water reservoir were attached to this stopper, water could be fed in or out of the tube.

This water system produced two desirable results. First, it provided an end or plug that

would not 'leak' sound waves as a metal plug did and, second, the water level could be

raised or lowered a very little at a time thus changing the length of the tube minutely. The

ideal arrangement would be to have water at both ends but this is an impossibility.

Musicians tuning forks were used to produce the basic tone so that the exact fre-

quency of each tone could be determined. The tuning forks used had frequencies of 256

vibrations per second (middle C), 392 vps (0), 440 vps (A), and 523 vps (high C).

The experimentation procedure consisted of cutting an opening in the tube, placing

the moveable plug in the upper end, and filling the lower end with water. One of the tun-

ing forks would then be rung over the opening. By adjusting the position of the plug and

the level of water, the exact length could be found that i'einforced the tone the best. This

was repeated with each tuning fork and the results recorded. The size and shape of the

opening was then altered and the entire procedure repeated. The results of these experi-
r' , 'II' "'

ments can be found in the appendix.

MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATIONS

As can be seen in the Appendix 1, a length could be found to reinforce the 523 (C)

fork with every opening. The lower the frequency, however, the more difficult it was to

find a combination of opening and lc oath to produce a tone loud enough to be practical. The
;

reason this was not established.

v.tA 74
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The 440 vps fork resounded the best with an opening of 13/32" x 19/32" and a length

of 9". In order to arrive at some constant dimensions, another tube 9" long with a 13/32"

wide opening was tested with a 523 vps fork. The only variation made for tuning was the

length of the opening. Best resonance was found at a length of 1 3/32". The difference

in length of the two openings was 22/32". The difference in frequency was 63 vps. By

dividing the difference in frequency by the difference in length, a proposed constant ratio

for inoreasing opening length and frequency can be arrived at. This constant was found to

be an increase of 1/32" in length equals an increase of 3.7637 vps.

+ 1/32" = 3.7637 vps.

It should be noted that this constant would be limited to tubes having the same

diameter, length, and a 13/92" wide opening.

FINISHING

After the tube length and size of opening WU determined, the tube had to be cut

to length, capped at both ends, polished, and lacquered. After cutting thn tube to the

right length, each end was squared off on the lathe. Caps were cut from light brass

sheeting. These caps were soldered onto the ends of the tubes with soft solder which
-

would conform to the round ends before heating. The excess cap material and solder
,

was removed on the belt sander.
;,-

To remove scratches and machining marks, the tubes were secured in a three-

jaw laths chuck and wet sanded with a number 150 grit wet metal sanding paper. Alto

the deep scratches bad beea removed, a number 400 grit emery paper was used, also wet,

to bring ov: a satiny brass finish. Light oil was used as the wetting agent in both oper-
.

Micas.
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A clear metal lacquer was applied by turning the tubes in the lathe aid tanning a

soft cloth dipped in lacquer over the surface. This coat of lacquer will prevent future

oxidation and dieeoloration.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

From observation of the results of different shapes of openings and lengths of

tubes, several conclusions may safely 'ee made.

From the data shown in appendix I, it is evident that the shape of the opening is a

significant key in producing a good resonance. In the first trial a round opening had very

little resonance at any frequency. Viheu this opening was elongated the resonance improved.

In the second tube the opening was made narrower and longer, while at the same time the

total area was kept the same. Resonance was again improved.

Overall length of the tube was also found to be a large factor in producing a good

resonance. In each of the above mentioned trials, the length had to vary every time the

size of the opening was changed. In the last two tubes constructed, a standard length of

9" was maintained while only length of opening was changed. A good resonance was

achieved in both eases. This would tend to show that there is a definite relationship be-

tween the size opening and length of the tube. At a standard opening width of 13/32" and
, ' 0,

a standard tube length of 9", it was observed that an increase of opening length of 1/32"

raised the frequency amplified by 3.7637 vibrations per second. Unfortunately, time
; s t,,,b A

allowed construction of too few tubes to arrive at a uonstant ratio between tube length and

oveirall area of opening. The lack of tuning forks in the 660-700 vps range also hampered

the Setting up of a nonstant that could be proven to be true.

76
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APPENDIY I

Size of Frequency of Quality of
Opening Fork Resonance Length

9/16" diameter 256 pcor 16.5"

9/16" diameter 392 poor 13.0"

9/16" diameter . 440 better 11.0"

9/16" diameter 523 best 7,76"

11/16" diameter very little change at any frequency or length

5/8" x 1" diameter 266

5/8" x 1" diameter 392

5/8" x 1" diameter

5/8" x 1" diameter

7/16" x 1 3/16" . 256

7/16" x 1 3/16" 392

7/16" x 1 3/16" 440

7/16"1 1 3/16 523
t

13/32" x 19/32" 440 only

13/32" x 1 3/32" r 623 only

440

623

t

None any

None any

little 12"

moderately loud 9,5"

none any

very little

better

quite loud 9,75".

9,0"

9,0"

very good 1,

Iveryi good
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